Notice of Health Information Privacy Practices

Summary Notice of Privacy Practices

Your Health Information
Each time you visit a hospital or go to the doctor or other health care provider, your health information is recorded. This is called your medical record. It may be kept in a computer or paper folder with your name on it. The policy of each of our member organizations is to keep your health information safe.

Privacy and Your Health Information
By law, your health information is private. Each of the hospitals and other organizations listed at the end of this brochure must give you this Notice of Privacy Practices. This Notice tells you how your health information may be used and who can see your medical record. This first page is only a summary. The remaining pages provide you with more details.

Your Rights and Your Health Information
Under federal law, you have the right to:
- Know when your medical record is going to be used or shared with others
- Ask for a copy of your medical record
- Ask that your medical record be sent to other health care providers or persons
- Ask to limit the use and sharing of your medical record
- Ask to correct or amend your medical record
- Ask for a list of disclosures of your medical record made after April 14, 2003 – unless used for treatment, payment or health care operations

Sharing Your Health Information
Each of the hospitals and other organizations listed at the end of this brochure may need to share your health information for the following reasons:
- Your treatment
- Payment
- Health care operations such as appointment reminders, review of the quality of care, and health-related benefits and services
- Hospital directories
- If required by law

Special Privacy Protection
There are some medical records that have special protection. Your written permission to share these types of medical records will be sought before they are shared with others. Special protection may include records about your:
- Mental health treatment
- HIV test results
- Alcohol and drug abuse treatment
- Genetic testing and test results

For additional information, please refer to the contents of this Notice of Health Information Privacy Practices.

Effective April 13, 2003, Revised April 21, 2017
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THIS NOTICE DESCRIBES HOW MEDICAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOU MAY BE USED AND DISCLOSED AND HOW YOU CAN GET ACCESS TO THIS INFORMATION. PLEASE REVIEW IT CAREFULLY.

If you have been given this brochure, it is likely because one or more of the hospitals or other health care organizations listed at the end of this brochure may be providing you with health care. This brochure describes the practices and procedures followed by your health care provider in maintaining your health information. When this brochure uses the term “we”, it is referring to the organization listed at the end of this brochure that is providing your health care.

Your Health Information
Each time you visit a hospital, doctor, or other health care provider, information about your visit is recorded in a chart. We refer to this collection of recorded entries as your health record or medical record. Your health record may include such things as your symptoms, test results, diagnoses, treatment, and a plan for care. In this brochure, we describe your rights with respect to your health record that is in our custody, the uses we may make of your health record information, and the circumstances under which your health information may be disclosed to other persons or entities.

Your Rights Regarding Your Health Information
Under federal law, you have the right to:

- Receive notice of the uses and disclosures we expect to make of your health information
- Inspect and obtain a copy of your health record
- Authorize and request that we send your health information to other health care providers or other persons
- Request additional limits on uses and disclosures of your protected health information (though not all such requests can be honored)
- Request that your health record be amended
- Obtain a list of disclosures of your protected health information made after April 14, 2003 for a purpose other than treatment, payment, or health care operations

There are some exceptions and additional qualifications to these rights. Please see the section of this Notice entitled “More Details Regarding Your Rights and Your Health Information” for additional information.

Please direct any requests for information regarding your health information to the health information office or the privacy officer at the hospital, clinic or physician office where you receive health care services.

Note: If you are receiving mental health services, see Page 11 under Rights Related to Mental Health Records.
Our Responsibilities Regarding Your Health Information

We are required by the Federal and State health information privacy regulations to:

- Maintain the privacy of your health information in accordance with federal law
- Provide or offer to provide you with this Notice of Privacy Practices, to inform you about our legal duties and privacy practices concerning the health information we collect and maintain about you
- Follow this Notice of Privacy Practices, unless and until revised

We will use or disclose your health information only as described in this Notice, unless we have your prior authorization for an additional use or disclosure, or until this Notice is revised. We reserve the right to change our health information practices and the terms of this Notice of Privacy Practices. Should our health information practices change, we will post a revised Notice of Privacy Practices on the internet at http://www.mainehealth.org and make available the revised Notice at the locations listed on the last page of this Notice.

How We May Use and Disclose Health Information about You

Listed below are the ways that we use and disclose health information. For each use or disclosure we explain what we mean and give some examples. Not every use or disclosure is indicated by the examples, but all of the ways we can use and disclose information will fall within one of these categories.

For Treatment

We will use and disclose your protected health information to provide, coordinate and manage your health care and related services. This may include consulting with other health care providers for both planned and unplanned transitions of care within and outside the States of Maine and New Hampshire. For example:

- While you are in the hospital, other health care providers may be informed or consulted regarding your condition and care, including physicians, nurses, healthcare students, and other staff involved in your care. To illustrate: a doctor treating you for a broken leg may need to know if you have diabetes because diabetes may slow the healing process. The physician may notify food service staff so that you are served the right meals. Other departments may also share health information about you in order to arrange for the things you need, such as medicines, lab work, and x-rays.
- We will disclose your protected health information to primary care and other healthcare practitioners who have been or may become involved in your care both within and outside the State of Maine; to clinical and non-clinical personnel who may now or in the future become involved in the management of your care and transition of your
care between hospitals, medical practices, other healthcare facilities and home including care coordination and case management services; and for other lawful functions.

- We will disclose your protected health information to a specialist to whom you have been referred so that the specialist has information that may be useful in diagnosing and/or treating your health condition.

- When transitioning from one health care setting to another - for example from a hospital to a home - we may disclose health information to those providing your continuing care, such as your primary care physician or home health agency as well as the non-clinical personnel who may now or in the future perform administrative care transition tasks, for your ongoing care or treatment, including care coordination and case management services by providers, payors and third party administrators.

- For unplanned transitions of care, such as visits to an emergency department if you become ill or injured while traveling, we may disclose health information to those who might provide you with care.

- We also may disclose health information about you to persons that may be participating in your care or decisions about your care, such as family and household members.

For Payment
We may use and disclose your health information to obtain payment for our services or to assist other providers in obtaining payment for their services. For example, we may need to give your health plan information about the health care services that you received, so your health plan will pay us or reimburse you for that care. We may disclose your health information to your health plan if you need prior authorization for a treatment in order for it to be covered by the plan, or to find out if the treatment will be covered by the plan. Additionally, we may disclose your health information to contracted agents for the identification of current and potential third party resources available for payment of services, determination of a patient’s eligibility or coverage in a health benefits plan, and provision of related advocacy initiatives to access insurance benefits or other financial resources;

For Health Care Operations
We may use and disclose health information about you for the purpose of advancing health care quality, which can include such activities as benchmarking functions for quality and cost performance evaluating treatment outcomes, developing clinical guidelines and protocols, population-based health improvement initiatives, healthcare cost-reducing activities, utilization review, case management and care coordination, peer review and student training conducted by our member organizations or related providers’ practice. For example:

- We may use health information to review our treatment and services and
to evaluate the performance of our staff members who are taking care of you.

- We may also compile health information from many patients to assist our member organizations in determining what services should be offered, what services are not needed, and whether certain new treatments are effective.

- We may combine health information with health information from other facilities to compare how we are doing and see where we can make changes to improve care and services. We may remove information that identifies you from this set of health information so that others may use it to study health care treatment and health care delivery without learning specific patients’ information.

- We may disclose information to doctors, nurses, students, and other staff for review and teaching purposes.

For Appointment Reminders, Treatment Alternatives, and Health Related Benefits and Services
We may use your health information to contact you or those involved in your care to provide appointment reminders or information about treatment alternatives or other health-related benefits and services that may be of interest to you.

To Individuals Involved in Your Care or Payment for Your Care
We may disclose health information about you to a friend or family member who is involved in your care. We may also give information to a person who helps pay for your care. When in the hospital, we may also tell your family and friends your condition and that you are currently receiving care. We may disclose health information about you to an agency assisting in a disaster relief effort so that your family can be notified about your condition, status, and location. Please let a staff person or your doctor know if you would not like us to disclose information to a family member or friend.

In Hospital Directories
We may include certain information about you in the hospital directory, as permitted, while you are a patient at one of the hospitals listed in this Notice. This information may include your name, location in the hospital, your general condition (e.g. fair, critical, etc.). The directory information may also be disclosed to people who ask for you by name. This information is disclosed to allow your family, friends and clergy to visit you and know, in a general way, how you are doing. In some instances, we may respond to inquiries from members of the media who ask about your condition if your hospitalization is the result of an accident or other event of public interest. You may choose not to be listed in the hospital directory, but that would mean some additional requirements for your chosen visitors to see you or for you to receive telephone calls, flowers and/or mail.

To Avert a Serious Threat to Health or Safety
We may use and disclose health information
about you when needed to prevent a threat to your health and safety or the health and safety of the public or another person. Any disclosure would only be to someone able to help prevent or reduce the threat.

**To Address Public Health Risks**
We may disclose health information about you for public health reasons. These include the following:

- To prevent or control disease, injury, or disability
- To report births and deaths
- To report child abuse or neglect
- To report reactions to medications or problems with products
- To notify a person who may have been exposed to a disease or may be at risk for contracting or spreading a disease or condition
- To notify a state agency if we believe a patient has been a victim of abuse, neglect, or domestic violence. We will only make this disclosure if you agree or when required by law.

**For Health Oversight**
We may disclose health information to a health oversight agency for actions required by law. Actions may include, for example, audits, investigations, inspections, and licensure. These actions are needed for the government to monitor the healthcare system, programs, and compliance with civil rights laws.

**To Law Enforcement**
We may disclose health information for law enforcement purposes under the following circumstances:

- In response to a court order, statutorily-authorized subpoena, search warrant, or similar court-issued process
- In response to a law enforcement official's request for the purpose of identifying or locating a suspect, fugitive, material witness, or missing person
- In response to a law enforcement official's request for information about an individual who is or is suspected to be a victim of a crime, if we are unable to obtain the person's agreement to the disclosure
- About a death if we have a suspicion that such death may have resulted from criminal conduct
- About a crime committed at the hospital, clinic or physician office
- In a medical emergency, to report a crime, the location of a crime or victims, or the identity, description or location of the person who committed the crime

**As Required By Law**
We will disclose health information about you when required to do so by federal, state, or local law.

**In Lawsuits and Disputes**
If you are involved in a lawsuit or dispute, we may disclose health information about you in response to a court order or as required by law.
For National Security and Intelligence Activities
We may disclose health information about you to federal officials for the conduct of lawful intelligence, counter intelligence, or any other national security activity authorized by law.

For Protective Services for the President and Others
We may disclose health information about you to federal officials so they may protect the President, other persons authorized by statute, or foreign heads of state, or for the conduct of special investigations authorized by statute.

For Research
All patient research is subject to a special review process required by law that reviews protections for patients involved in research. We may use and disclose health information about you for research purposes, subject to the confidentiality requirements of state and federal law. Information that may identify patients for research purposes will generally require written permission from the patient or the patient’s authorized representative.

For Organ and Tissue Donation
As required by Federal law, we may disclose health information to agencies that procure organs, eyes or tissues for transplantation or donation.

To Medical Examiners and Funeral Directors
We may disclose health information to a medical examiner. This may be required, for example, to identify a deceased person or decide the cause of death. We may also disclose health information about patients to funeral directors, consistent with applicable law, as needed to carry out their duties.

For Fundraising Communications
We may use certain demographic information (name, address, other contact information, date of service, date of birth, age and gender) to contact you in the future regarding charitable fund-raising to expand and improve the services and programs that we provide to the community. We may also use the dates your health care was provided and the department where you received service, the treating physician, outcome information, and health Insurance status. This Notice of Health Information Privacy Practices serves as notification of your option not to receive fundraising communications.

If you do not wish to be contacted for our fundraising efforts, you must notify. The member organization providing your care and we will honor your request. See the last page of this Notice for contact information.

For Marketing Communications
From time to time, we may communicate with you about matters relating to treatment, alternative therapies, health care providers, settings of care, care management and care coordination. We may also communicate with you about health-related products or services, health insurance coverage for our services, and our participation in health insurance plans. Otherwise, we will obtain your written authorization prior to using your protected health information for marketing of
our products and services. We will not sell your protected health information without first obtaining your written authorization. Any such authorization will state that we will receive remuneration in the transaction.

**Military and Veterans**
If you are a member of the armed forces, we may disclose health information about you as required by the military. We may also disclose health information about foreign military staff to the appropriate foreign military agency.

**Workers’ Compensation**
We may disclose health information about you for workers’ compensation or similar programs. These programs provide benefits for work-related injuries or illness.

**Other Uses and Disclosures**

**Electronic Health Records**
Your health information may be recorded in an electronic medical record known as a shared electronic health record maintained for MaineHealth member hospitals, and for physicians and other health care providers associated with these hospitals. The shared electronic health record will provide a single record reflecting your care by many different health care providers, and will be accessible by MaineHealth member organizations and associated physician and other health care provider practices or other providers who require access to this information. The shared electronic health record is intended to allow your caregivers quickly to obtain more comprehensive information about your care history and treatment. Your health information also may include a facial image of you which will be used for patient identification purposes within the MaineHealth system.

**Sensitive Health Information**
If you have been tested, diagnosed or treated for HIV, received genetic testing or counseling, are participating in a federally-assisted alcohol or drug abuse diagnosis or treatment program, or if you are receiving mental health treatment, then you understand that MaineHealth member hospitals usually will obtain your specific consent on a separate written authorization form to disclose this information outside of the shared electronic health record. This information will be available to authorized users as deemed necessary within the shared electronic health record in the problem list, medications, diagnosis and allergy fields and among the member hospital’s professional staff for the purposes of your diagnosis or treatment and to complete their professional care responsibilities. Additionally, references to this sensitive health information in the problem list, medications, diagnosis and allergy fields of the shared electronic health record also may appear in continuity of care documents sent to other healthcare providers for planned and unplanned transitions of care both within and outside the States of Maine and New Hampshire.

**Health Information Exchanges:**
As part of your care and treatment, we may share patient health information through a health information exchange to other health care providers involved in
your care.

Maine HealthInfoNet (HIN)
We send patient health care information to a state-sponsored electronic health information exchange known as Maine HealthInfoNet (HIN). Many other health care providers also send patient health care information to HIN. HIN allows other health care providers that participate in HIN, including providers not affiliated with a MaineHealth member organization, to access patient health care information from multiple sources when treating patients, and for quality and payment reform initiatives. We do not control the health information security and privacy policies and practices of HIN, the data submitted by other health care providers to HIN, or the manner in which your health information is linked and released to other providers. As part of your care and treatment and participation in the MaineHealth shared electronic record, we may also share patient health information through the New Hampshire Health Information Organization (NHHIO), the state-sponsored electronic health information exchange in New Hampshire.

New Hampshire Health Information Organization (NHHIO)
The New Hampshire Health Information Organization (NHHIO) is a New Hampshire non-profit organization that has been authorized to operate a New Hampshire statewide electronic health information network to share patient health information between health care providers in a timely, secure and confidential manner. You may request that we not share your name and address and/or your health information through the NHHIO. As part of your care and treatment and participation in the MaineHealth shared electronic record, we may also share patient health information through Maine HealthInfoNet (HIN), the state-sponsored electronic health information exchange in Maine.

Opting Out of Health Information Exchanges

Opting Out of HIN:
If you do not want your information sent to HIN, you must fill out a form that lets HIN know that you do not want to participate. You can obtain this form from the Maine hospital, clinic or physician office where you received treatment. If you choose not to participate, HIN will delete all health information about you that it has in its system at that time, but maintain basic demographic information about you so that it can honor your choice not to participate. You can also change your mind about participating in HIN’s system at any time by filling out a form that your health care provider will make available, calling HIN toll free (#866-592-4352) or by going to the website www.hinfonet.org and making your wishes known.

Opting Out of NHHIO:
If you do not want your information sent to NHHIO, you must fill out a form that lets NHHIO know that you do not want to participate. You can obtain this form from the New Hampshire hospital, clinic or physician office where you received treatment.
Your Authorization
We may make other uses and make other disclosures of health information for purposes and in a manner not covered by this Notice if you provide us with written authorization to do so. Please see the section entitled “Right to Authorize Other Uses and Disclosures of Your Health Record.”

More Details Regarding Your Rights and Your Health Information

Right to Inspect and Copy Your Health Record
You have the right to inspect and copy health information that may be used to make decisions about your care. This includes health and billing records. To inspect and copy health information, you must submit your request in writing to the health information department or manager at the hospital, clinic, physician office, or home health agency where you receive treatment. If you request a copy of the information, we may charge a fee for the costs of copying, mailing, or other supplies needed to respond to your request.

In rare circumstances specified by federal and state laws, we may deny your request to inspect and copy your health information. In most such circumstances, we will allow you to designate in writing another person to inspect and copy your medical record. You may also request that the denial be reviewed and the person that we select to review the decision will be different from the person who denied your initial request. We will comply with the decision of the reviewing person.

Right to Request Changes in Your Health Record
If you believe that information in your health record is incorrect or incomplete, you may ask us to change (amend) the information. You have the right to request a change for as long as the information is kept by or for the treating organization, physician practice, or home health agency. Your request to change your health record must be made in writing, and must provide a reason that supports your request. Your request should be sent to the health information department or manager at the hospital, clinic or physician office where you receive treatment.

If you request a change to your treatment record, we will include your written request for changes as part of the medical record. We may add a response to the record, and will provide you a copy of our response.

We may deny your request for a change if you ask us to amend information that:
- Was not created by us, unless the person or entity that created the information is no longer available to make the amendment
- Is not part of the health information kept by or for the treating organization or provider
- Is not part of the information which you would be allowed to inspect and copy
- Is already accurate and complete in its current form

If you request a change to a non-treatment record, we may deny your request if it is not
in writing or does not include a reason to support the request.

**Right to Authorize Other Uses and Disclosures of Your Health Record**

You have the right to authorize or direct us to make other uses and disclosures of health information not covered by this Notice by providing us with written authorization to do so. If you allow us to use or disclose health information about you, you may revoke that authorization at any time except to the extent that action has already taken, we will no longer use or disclose health information about you for the reasons covered by your written authorization. You understand that we are unable to cancel any disclosures of health information we have already made with your consent, and that we are required to retain our records of the care that we provided to you. Other uses and disclosures not described in this Notice will be made only with your authorization or as legally authorized.

You may request and be provided an electronic copy of your health record if it is maintained electronically and is readily producible. If not readily producible, the information may be provided to you in a different readable electronic format. An available patient portal, described in the paragraph below, is the most secure way for you to receive your health record electronically. If you wish to receive your health record electronically through e-mail, it may not be encrypted and this mode of transmission presents a potential risk to the security of your personal health information.

**Rights Concerning Your Electronic Access to Health Information - Patient Portal**

A Patient Portal is an internet-based method for a patient to securely access information from their electronic medical record. You may choose to authorize others to access your medical record directly through the Patient Portal where available. Parents may also have proxy access to their child’s Patient Portal record. In Maine, regulations allow parent proxy access to continue until the child reaches the age of 18, while proxy access in New Hampshire continues until the child reaches age 12.

If you determine that you no longer want to share your medical information with others via proxy access, you can revoke proxy access independently through the Patient Portal or by contacting the Patient Portal customer service department specified on the Patient Portal site.

**Right to Request Non-Disclosure of Your Health Record**

HIPAA provides you with the opportunity to request limits on the disclosure of your health information. However, HIPAA does not require that we agree to all such requests. Information recorded in an electronic health record cannot always be easily isolated from further use or disclosure. If we are able to agree to such requests, you should understand that we may still disclose the information when needed to provide you with emergency treatment or when required by law, and that in some circumstances disclosures may occur despite our efforts to
restrict them. We are required to agree to your request to not provide your insurance carrier with your health information if you have paid in full for health care services provided.

We are not generally required by law to agree to your request. If we do agree, we will comply with your request to the extent of the agreement, and subject to any limitations that may be imposed unless the information is needed to provide you with emergency treatment or is required to be disclosed by law.

We are required to agree to your request to not provide your insurance carrier with your health information if you have paid in full for the health care services.

**Right to Request Special Arrangements in the Manner in Which Your Health Information is Communicated to You**

You have the right to request that we communicate with you about medical matters in a certain way or in a certain location. For example, you can ask that we only contact you at work or by mail.

To request that communications be made by confidential means, we ask you to make your request in writing to the Privacy Officer at the hospital, clinic, physician office, or home health agency where you receive health care services. We will not ask you the reason for your request. We will support all reasonable requests. Your request must specify how or where you wish to be contacted.

**Right to an Accounting of Disclosures of Your Health Record**

You have the right to request an accounting of disclosures of your protected health information in the six years prior to the date on which the accounting is requested, except for disclosures relating to treatment, payment and healthcare operations or otherwise excluded from the HIPAA tracking requirements.

To request this list or accounting of disclosures, you must submit your request in writing to the Health Information Management Director at the hospital, clinic, physician office, or home health agency where you receive health care services. Your request must state a time period, which may not be longer than six (6) years, and may not include dates before April 14, 2003. The first list you request within a 12-month period will be free. For additional lists, we may charge you for the cost of providing the list. We will notify you of the cost involved and you may choose to withdraw or modify your request at that time before any costs are incurred.

**Rights Related to Mental Health Treatment Records**

Some sensitive mental health treatment information, such as psychotherapy notes, requires a greater level of protection. If you are receiving services at our mental health treatment facilities, we will not disclose sensitive information about your mental health treatment to your family, friends or to other non-treating healthcare providers, unless we have your written permission to do so, or unless there is an emergency or
disclosure of such information is permitted by law. Additionally, we will obtain your written permission before disclosing sensitive mental health information for purposes of inclusion in the facility’s patient directory or for fundraising or marketing. Mental health treatment information will be included in your continuity of care documents that are sent to other healthcare providers for planned and unplanned transitions of care both within and outside the State of Maine. We may send you a survey, asking for feedback on the care provided. For more information about your rights, please ask a staff member or request a copy of Rights of Recipients of Mental Health Services or Rights of Recipients of Mental Health Services Who Are Children in Need of Treatment.

Rights Related to HIV Testing Information
HIV lab tests are treated with greater security. We may ask for written permission before sharing certain information relating to a patient’s HIV testing results. For safety and treatment purposes, the electronic health record will include positive AIDS/HIV status.

Related to Alcohol and Drug Abuse Treatment Records
If you are receiving alcohol or drug abuse treatment services in a federally assisted program from us, we will not disclose such treatment information to other persons, including non-treating health care providers, or disclose any information identifying you as part of a federally assisted alcohol or drug treatment program, unless you authorize the disclosure in writing, or the disclosure is allowed by a court order, or the disclosure is made to the organization or physician practice staff involved in a medical emergency or to qualified personnel for research, audit, or program evaluation purposes or as otherwise permitted by law. Federal law regulates the disclosure of patient records maintained in connection with any federally assisted alcohol and drug abuse treatment program. We may disclose substance use disorder information including without limitation, medications, substance use history, employment information, living situation, and social supports to your treating providers as well as participating accountable care organizations and health information exchanges for purposes of care coordination and case management services pursuant to your written consent. You have the right to request a list of all persons or entities receiving your substance use disorder treatment information including the information included in those disclosures.

Rights Related to Genetic Information
We may ask for written permission before sharing information relating to a patient's genetic testing.

Complaint Process and Notification
If you believe your privacy rights have been violated, you may file a complaint with the Privacy Officer at the hospital, clinic, physician office, or home health agency where you receive health care services. We ask that you make your complaint in writing. There will be no action taken against you for filing a complaint. Alternatively, you may file a complaint with the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services.
You will be notified if a MaineHealth member organization identifies that your protected health information has a high probability of having been compromised.

**Future Changes to Privacy Practices**
The effective date of this Notice is indicated at the bottom of the cover page. We reserve the right to change our health information practices and the terms of this Notice of Privacy Practices. We may make the revised or changed Notice effective for health information we already have about you as well as any information we receive in the future. If we change our health information privacy practices described in this Notice, we will post a revised Notice of Privacy Practices on the internet at http://www.mainehealth.org and make available the revised Notice at the locations listed on the last page of this Notice. In addition, each time you register at or are admitted to a MaineHealth member organization for treatment or health care services as an inpatient or outpatient, you may request a copy of the current Notice in effect.

**Questions**
If you have any questions about this Notice, please speak to the person who gave it to you or contact the Privacy Officer at the hospital, clinic or physician office where you receive treatment. Contact information is provided on the last page of this Notice.
Franklin Memorial Hospital
Privacy Officer
111 Franklin Health Commons
Farmington, ME 04938
(207) 778-6031

MaineHealth Care At Home
Privacy Officer
15 Industrial Park Road
Saco, ME 04072
(207) 284-4566
1-800-660-4867

LincolnHealth
Privacy Officer
35 Miles Street
Damariscotta, ME 04543
(207) 563-4367

Maine Medical Center
Privacy Officer
Information Services Department
22 Bramhall Street
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 662-5434

Maine Behavioral Healthcare
Privacy Officer
78 Atlantic Place
South Portland, ME 04106
(207) 661-6630

Memorial Hospital
Privacy Officer
3073 White Mountain Highway
North Conway, NH 03860
(603) 356-5461

NorDx
Privacy Officer
(Corporate Compliance Manager)
301A U.S. Route 1
Scarborough, ME 04074
(207) 396-7830
(800) 773-5814 (toll free)

Pen Bay Healthcare
Privacy Officer
6 Glen Cove Drive
Rockport, ME 04856
(207) 921-8260

Southern Maine Health Care
Privacy Officer
One Medical Center Drive
P.O. Box 626
Biddeford, ME 04005-0626
(207) 294-5714

Waldo County Healthcare
Privacy Officer
P.O. Box 287
118 Northport Avenue
Belfast, ME 04915
(207) 921-8260

Western Maine Health
Privacy Officer
c/o Medical Records
181 Main Street
Norway, ME 04268
(207) 744-6099

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

These providers include the organizations that are members of the MaineHealth family of health care providers. This list, and related contact information, may be updated from time to time and is available for viewing at http://www.mainehealth.org
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